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Abstract 
A part of a country’s electrical grid in which an electricity generator (which may consist of several base load power plants
and several peaking power plants) supplies electricity to a set of large customers of the grid, whereas the customers can a) 
receive electricity from renewable sources of energy, b) store electricity in certain volumes, and c) buy electricity in the 
markets is considered. It is proposed to describe the interaction of the generator, the large grid customers, and the 
transmission company (under uncertainty of the customer demand for electricity) by a game with a finite (more than three) 
number of players on polyhedra of player strategies some of which are connected and thus cannot be chosen by the players 
independently of each other. Suƥcient conditions for the game equilibria verifiable by solving three linear programming 
problems are proposed, and the equilibria particularly determine optimal production and selling strategies for the generator. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the organizers of ITQM 2014 
Keywords: Electrical grid; electricity storages; equilibrium points; linear programming; n-person game with connected player strategies; 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider a part of an electrical grid of a country in which an electricity generating facility, which may 
consist of several base load power plants and several peaking power plants, all acting as one legal entity (called 
the generator further in this article), supplies electricity to a set of large customers of the grid [1]. This set 
consists of 
a) companies providing electricity for individual end users in industrial and residential areas (households) 
and small enterprises and businesses via (low voltage) distribution lines (the utility companies), 
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b) industrial enterprises and large businesses that receive electricity from the generator under direct supply 
agreements (the industrial customers), 
c) groups of end users that are licensed to operate the (low voltage) distribution lines via which electricity is 
delivered to them directly, rather than via utility companies (the groups of advanced customers). 
These grid customers and the generator interact via a company (or a group of companies acting as one legal 
entity) that delivers (transmits) electric energy from the generator to these customers via (high voltage) 
transmission lines (the transmission company). 
All the above customers can receive electricity from renewable sources of energy, as well as can buy 
electricity in electricity markets, and each of these customers either possesses or has access to a fleet of 
electricity storage facilities into which electricity comes from the generator, from renewable sources of energy 
(via devices transforming diơerent kinds of energy into electricity), and from the electricity markets. For the 
sake of definiteness, only wind and solar sources of energy are considered as renewable ones further in this 
article, and it is assumed that electricity from these sources of energy is exclusively provided by the companies, 
called suppliers further in this article, via electricity storage facilities that are rented by these suppliers to the 
large grid customers. 
The transmission company charges both each large grid customer (for the volumes of electricity that this 
customer receives from the generator) and the generator (for the volume equaling the sum of the electricity 
volumes delivered to the customers and the volume of electricity lost in transmitting electricity to them). 
The generator is interested in finding at which prices it should supply electricity to the above grid customers 
under potential long-term contractual agreements, taking into account a) its capacity to produce electricity and 
its chances to sell electricity in the markets under expected prices there, and b) its expenses associated with the 
electricity production and transmission. It is also interested in determining an optimal hourly production 
schedule (i.e., a constant hourly volume of electricity to be produced within every twenty-four-hour period of 
time) corresponding to the above contractual agreements, taking into account the range of an expected demand 
for each customer and the ability of the customers both to receive electricity from renewable sources of energy 
and to buy it in the markets [1-2]. 
In the present article, it is assumed that all the grid customers can buy electricity in the markets and have this 
electricity delivered to them by a transmission company that may not necessarily be the one that delivers 
electricity to them from the generator. These two assumptions are additional ones to those under which the 
results in [1-2] were obtained. However, despite obvious diơerences between the model of the grid functioning 
presented in [1-2] (and reflecting the assumptions made there) and the one under consideration in this article, 
the basic result from [1-2]–the suƥcient conditions for equilibria in the game describing the functioning of the 
part of the gird, whose verification consists of solving three linear programming problems two of which form a 
dual pair [2]–remains true for the problem under consideration in this article. 
2. The mathematical formulation of the problem 
To estimate an optimal production schedule for a generator in a part of a country’s electrical grid, a 
mathematical description of the functioning of all the large grid customers, along with that of the generator and 
the transmission company, is needed. This description should be based on the generator knowledge about the 
customer potential to consume electricity and to receive it from all the available sources, as well as on that 
about the prices for electricity in the markets available to the large grid customers, about the prices for 
electricity from renewable sources of energy, and about the prices for transmitting electricity within the region. 
To describe the above functioning by constraints of the balance kind that bind the volumes of the electricity 
received, stored, and consumed with the electricity prices and the transmission cost, sets of variables and 
parameters are to be introduced. 
To describe the functioning of industrial customer i , mi ,1 , let 
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)(lwiy  be the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from wind energy in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lstwiy
  be a part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from 
wind energy and that goes to the storage system of this customer in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l
, 24,1l , 
)(ldirwiy
  be a part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from 
wind energy and that is used by this customer directly, beginning from the moment of receiving this energy in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lsiy  be the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from solar energy 
in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lstsiy
  be a part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from 
solar energy and that goes to the storage system of this customer in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l
, 24,1l , 
)(ldirsiy
  be the part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from 
solar energy and that is used by this customer directly, beginning from the moment of receiving this energy in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)()( liyM
 be the volume of electric energy that has been bought by industrial customer i , mi ,1 , in an 
electricity market (or in several electricity markets) and that is to be received by this customer in the period of 
time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)()( lstiyM  be the volume of electric energy that has been bought by industrial customer i , mi ,1  in an 
electricity market (or in several electricity markets) and that is to go to the storage system of this customer in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)()( ldiriyM
 be the volume of electric energy that has been bought by industrial customer i , mi ,1 , in an 
electricity market (or in several electricity markets) and that is to be received and used by this customer directly 
in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lgiy  be the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from the generator, 
)(ldirgiy
  be a part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from 
the generator and that is used by this customer directly, beginning from the moment of receiving this energy in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lstgiy
  be a part of the volume of electric energy that is received by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from the 
generator and that goes to the storage system of this customer in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 
24,1l , 
)(lstiy  be the volume of electric energy available to industrial customer i , mi ,1  from its storage system in 
the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)0(stiy  be the volume of electric energy in the storage system of industrial customer i , mi ,1  at the 
beginning of the twenty-four-hour period of time, 
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)0(
st
iy  be the maximum volume of electric energy that can be stored in the storage system of industrial 
customer i , mi ,1 , 
st
iy  be the minimal hourly volume of electric energy that is to be maintained by industrial customer i ,         
mi ,1  in its storage system, 
y
i'  be the hourly average energy loss associated with storing electricity in the storage system of industrial 
customer i , 10 ' yi , mi ,1 , 
yw
iO  be the (average hourly) expenses of industrial customer i , mi ,1  that are associated with receiving a 
unit volume of electric energy from wind energy, 
ys
iO  be the (average hourly) expenses of industrial customer i , mi ,1  that are associated with receiving a 
unit volume of electric energy from solar energy, 
y
iS  be the (average hourly) expenses of industrial customer i , mi ,1  that are associated with operating its 
storage system with the storage capacity equaling a unit volume of electricity stored, 
)(lwiy  be the estimate of the minimal volume of electricity produced from wind energy that industrial 
customer i , mi ,1 , agrees to receive from the corresponding supplier (s), 24,1l , 
)(lsiy  be the estimate of the minimal volume of electricity produced from solar energy that industrial 
customer i , mi ,1 , agrees to receive from the corresponding supplier (s), 24,1l , 
)(ldemiy  be the electricity demand of industrial customer i , mi ,1  in the period of time from hour 1l  to 
hour l , 24,1l , 
)(l
dem
iy  be the estimate of the maximal electricity demand of industrial customer i , mi ,1  in the period of 
time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(ldemiy  be the estimate of the minimal electricity demand of industrial customer i , mi ,1  in the period of 
time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l , 
)(lstdemiy
  be the volume of electric energy that is consumed by industrial customer i , mi ,1  from its 
storage system in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l . 
The above constraints of the balance kind describing the functioning of industrial customer i , mi ,1  and 
binding all the listed variables and parameters look as follows: 
)1(
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Here, it is assumed that system (1) is compatible, which can be verified by a simple technique, proposed in 
[3]. 
Further, let 
)(lyip  be the price at which a unit volume of electric energy is sold by the generator to industrial customer i , 
mi ,1  in the period of time from hour 1l  to hour l , 24,1l . 
The functioning of the other large grid customers can be described by similar systems of constraints [1] 
binding variables and parameters that have the same meaning for utility company j , nj ,1  and for group of 
advanced customers k , rk ,1  as do the (corresponding to them) variables and parameters that are used for 
describing the functioning of industrial customer i , mi ,1  
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Further, let [1] 
yT  be the vector whose component y
iT  is the price for a unit volume of electric energy that the 
transmission company charges the generator for the use of the transmission lines to transmit electricity to 
industrial customer i , mi ,1  and it is assumed that this price remains the same for the generator during every 
hour within the twenty-four-hour period of time, 
ys  be the vector whose component y
is
 is the price that industrial customer i  as a customer of the part of the 
electrical grid pays the transmission company for a unit volume of electric energy transmitted to this industrial 
customer from the generator, mi ,1 , and it is assumed that this price remains the same for this industrial 
customer during every hour within the twenty-four-hour period of time, 
T  be the price for a unit volume of the electric energy lost in transmitting electricity to the grid customers 
via the (high voltage) transmission line at which the transmission company charges the generator, and it is 
assumed that this price remains the same for the generator during every hour within the twenty-four-hour 
period of time, 
and let the numbers z
js
zszj
z ,,, TT  and the numbers uks
usuk
u ,,, TT  have the same meaning for utility 
company j , nj ,1  and for group of advanced customers k , rk ,1  as do the numbers y
is
ysyi
y ,,, TT  for 
industrial customer mi ,1 , respectively. 
Finally, let [1] 
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respectively, and let ),~~( gYyy   , )0,~~( Yxx   , )0,~~( Ytt   , )0,
~~( Yss   , )0,( YG ' , where ))24(,),1(( gYgYgY  , 
240 RY   is the zero vector in 24R . 
Taking into account the above notation, the functioning of the generator can be described by the following 
system of constraints [1] 
,max)(
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describe the losses in transmitting electricity via high voltage lines [1], )(lgY
l
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l
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1
Rb O , 24,1l  (within a certain segment of the production volume 
> @
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,
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cc ), H , yH , zH , uH are vectors of corresponding dimensions with all the components equaling 1, and minH  
and 
maxH
 are the minimal and the maximal technologically possible production capacities of the generator 
within the twenty-four hours, respectively. Here, the function )(y< , describing the generator expenses 
associated with transmitting electric energy to the grid customers, has the form 
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describe the generator expenses associated with producing electricity [1], where )(lgY
l
b
l
c PP   are linear 
functions of the variables )(lgY , 
l
cP , 
1R
l
b P , 24,1l  (within the above segment [ max,min cc ]), and it is 
assumed that the inclusions Sssssss Y
u
k
uz
n
zy
m
y  )0,,,,,,,,,( 111  and : ),~,~,~( dYuzy , Mppp uzy )0~,~,~( Y , 
TY
u
k
uz
n
zy
m
y  )0,,,,,,,,,( 111 TTTTTT  hold for the variables describing the functioning of all the large grid 
customers, the generator, and the transmission company; here, uzy HHH ~,~,~  are vectors of corresponding 
dimensions with all the components equaling 1, and M

, : , S  and T are some polyhedra. 
As shown in [2], the interaction of the generator, all the large grid customers, and the transmission company 
can be described by the m+n+r+2-person game 
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where the polyhedra : , M , T  and S  can be viewed as sets of the player strategies, and it is assumed that 
these polyhedra are described by compatible systems of linear inequalities (which include system (1) for 
industrial customer i and systems similar to (1) for utility company j and for group of advanced customers k), 
described in detail in [1]. Here ,)(,)(2,)(,)(1 yexрenMAXyfylossMAXyf
 HTH    the scalar product ixy
,  is a part 
of the scalar product xy ,  related to the variables associated with industrial customer i , mi ,1 , 24RH  is the 
vector with all the components equaling 1 , and the functions )( gYlossMAX
, and )( gYexрenMAX
 can be viewed as 
those of the vector y  due to the above relations between the vectors y  and gY . Let yM0 , zM0 , uM0  be 
zero vectors of the same dimensions as are the vectors My , Mz , and Mu , respectively, let 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mRavyMс )(  be the vector whose component i is an average market price for a unit volume of electricity 
for industrial customer i, mi ,1 , 
mRyMs   be the vector whose component i is the price for transmitting a unit volume of electricity for 
industrial customer i , mi ,1  from the electricity markets, 
and let nRavzMс )( , nRzMs   and kRavuMс )( , kRuMs   have the same meaning for utility company j, 
nj ,1  and for group of advanced customers k, rk ,1  as do )(avyMс , yMs  for industrial customer i, mi ,1 , 
respectively. 
Further, let 
¹¸
·
©¨
§' ' )(),(),(, avuMсavzMсavyMс
 , let yMs , zMs , uMs  be components of a vector from a 
polyhedron MsP 3 , let ¹¸
·
©¨
§u uMzMyMMM 0,0,0
 , Qu: : 

, where MyQ 3  is a polyhedron reflecting the 
generator’s assessment of the availability of electricity in the market (s) for buying by the large grid customers, 
where Ms3 and My3 are parallelepipeds in the spaces of corresponding dimensions, )( PSS u 
 , and 
¹¸
·
©¨
§u uMzMyMTT 0,0,0
  so that M

, : , S

 and T

 are polyhedra described by linear constraints similar to those 
describing the polyhedra M

, : , S  and T , respectively, but binding the variables syx  ,, , and t

, where 
),( ,, uMszMsyMsss   . Here, it is assumed that a) the hourly prices for transmitting to the gird customers 
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electricity that is bought in the market (s) are constant within every hour during the twenty-four-hour period of 
time (though, they are, generally, diơerent for each customer), and b) the generator has information only about 
the average prices at which the large grid customers can buy electricity in the markets. 
3. Basic results 
Let us consider an auxiliary three-person game in the form 
.min,,,,
,max)(,,
,max)()(,,
)2(
),(
1
21
:
u

o'
o
o






y
STst
Mx
ysyxy
yFsyty
yFyFtyxy
Game
 
where the expressions for the functions 1F  and 2F  are the same as for the functions 1f  and 2f , and the 
equalities )()( 11 yfyF
   and )()( 22 yfyF 
   hold. 
Finally, let us consider the auxiliary two-person game on the polyhedra :

 and SM
 u  of the player 
strategies 
),,()),(,()3(
)()),(,(
*** ysxySpsxyGame
SMsxy
  ' uu: , 
where the payoơ function is minimized with respect to y  and is maximized with respect to ),( sx  . 
Assertion 1. 
A quadruple of the vectors ( *y
  , *** ,, stx
 ) is an equilibrium point in Game 2 if and only if the triple of the 
vectors ( *y
  , ),( ** sx
 ) is a saddle point in Game 3, and the inclusion 
Tt
tyArgt



 ,max **  holds. 
Assertion 2. 
An equilibrium point in Game 2 determines an equilibrium point in Game 1.  
Proofs of both assertions are practically identical to those of the corresponding two basic assertions 
presented in [2]. 
Remark. One can easily be certain that particular forms of the functions )(1 yF
  and )(2 yF
  do not aơect the 
fact that each equilibrium point in Game 2 is an equilibrium in Game 1 [2] though, generally, the set of 
equilibrium points in Game 2 determines only a subset of the set of equilibrium points in Game 1, and the 
whole set of equilibrium points in Game 1 certainly depends on particular forms of both functions. 
4. On calculating equilibrium points in Game 3   
By setting mnm   11 , where m is the dimension of the vectors y
 , x
 , s
 , by setting ,1 ' 

p ,1 yx
 
,1 sxy
  ,01  q  and by setting ,1DEm  where mE  is the m × m matrix whose non-zero elements equal 1 
and occupy the main diagonal of mE , one can be certain that Game 3 is a two-person game with the payoơ
function 1111111 ,,, yqyDxxp   where 1M  and 1:  are polyhedra described by compatible systems of 
linear inequalities ^ `11111 :1 bxARxM m t  , ^ `11111 :1 dyBRy n t :  , ,1A ,1B 1D  are matrices, and 1b , 1d , 1p , 
1q , 1x , 1y  are vectors of corresponding dimensions and structures.  
Theorem [4]. The solvability of Game 3 is equivalent to that of two linear programming problems   
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)2(
,min,,
,max,,
111
111
),(1111
),(1111
Pxt
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xptd
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

o
o
 
forming a dual pair, where ^ `11111111111 ,:0),( dyByDpAzyzQ tdt , ^ ,`,:0),( 11111111111 bxADxqBtxtP tdt  
and 11, zt  are vectors of corresponding dimensions, which allows one to find equilibrium points in a solvable 
Game 3 by linear programming techniques for any imaginable numbers of constraints and variables that may 
appear in practical problems. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
1. Each equilibrium point in Game 1 (and there may be more than one equilibrium point in this game) 
determines the whole spectrum of parameters that all the large grid customers, the generator, and the 
transmission company are interested in estimating in an attempt to analyze financial strategies available to them 
[1], [2]. For instance, for the generator, each equilibrium point determines, in particular, a) an optimal hourly 
production volume of electricity, and b) a set of optimal (for the generator) hourly prices for electricity to be 
paid to the generator by the large grid customers. As shown in [1], [2], it is easy to modify constraints 
describing the set of the generator strategies in Game 1 to find its optimal constant hourly production within 
any twenty-four-hour period of time. 
However, the description of the interaction of the above players in the form of Game 1 reflects a certain 
simplification of reality, since this game does not take into consideration how the transmission company can 
aơect the equilibrium volumes and prices (in the potential contractual agreements among the players) by 
choosing the prices at which it charges the generator for transmitting electricity [1]. Yet, Game 1 correctly 
covers at least two important practical cases: a) when only the grid customers are charged for the electricity 
transmitted to them (i.e., when the equality 0 t  holds), and b) when the generator assumes that in its 
potential contractual agreements with the customers, the customers would agree that the transmission company 
can choose any prices for transmitting electricity to the customers (which may dier from those for the 
generator) as long as the vectors of these prices belong to the same polyhedron, i., e., the equality ST
   holds.  
One should emphasize that the description of the interaction of the generator, the large grid customers, and 
the transmission company that takes into consideration the above dependencies of the equilibrium volume and 
prices on the vector Tt
  leads to studying games with a more complicated structure than that of Game 1; 
however, the analysis of such games lies beyond the scope of the present article. 
2. Though Games 1-3 were formulated from the generator perspectives, to be competitive, each large grid 
customer and the transmission company should be interested in analyzing their own strategies by solving the 
same games (though, possibly, with their own data and their own estimates of parameters in the models 
underlying the description of the functioning of the game players). 
3. The demonstrated possibility to calculate equilibrium points in Game 1 by solving linear programming 
problems (though under assumptions underlying the linear structure of the constraints describing the sets of 
player strategies in Game 1) seems promising for the use of game theory approaches and models in solving 
large-scale quantitative management problems being of national importance for every country. 
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